SAVE OUR CITY (SOC) DECEMBER 11 WITH OUR 7! VOTE SOC. ON DECEMBER 11th.
The Save Our City Committee (SOC) urges all to vote on December 11 for our 7 candidates who will best serve you, the people who need representation in city government and to date, the Burton "machine" has kept the real people out and the "machine" people in, "buttering the bread" for the "machine" people and their friends. You and I, we, together, united as one, can SOC it to them, and turn San Francisco on an upward path in the eighties. SOC Committee is comprised of gays and straights together who want a better San Francisco and we urge you to vote for the candidates whom we have endorsed.

San Francisco Crusader

Hallinan Endorses:
- Appointment of an aide from the Lesbian/Gay community
- Quality police protection—not harassment!
- A New Gay Community Center
- Child care for all kinds of families
- Economic vitality of neighborhoods
- Suitable housing for Casa de las Madres

EXPECT THE BEST
VOTE THE BEST
The Duchess Dianne is sucking City dry......

I've been doing a little homework on Dianne Feinstein recently, and what I've found is alarming. She's been milking the city for all it's worth, and it's time we held her accountable.

Firstly, Feinstein is known for her extravagant lifestyle. Her mansion in Pacific Heights is a prime example of her opulence. She's also been accused of using city resources for personal gain. For instance, she was caught using city equipment to renovate her home.

Moreover, Feinstein has been criticized for her handling of the city's finances. She's been accused of mismanaging the city's budget, leading to a deficit that has swelled over the years. The city has been left with a debt that will take generations to pay off.

If Feinstein is re-elected, she will put her friends and donors in key positions within the city government. This will further exacerbate the problem, as these insiders will be more concerned with their own interests than the well-being of the city.

For the sake of San Francisco, we must vote against Feinstein. It's time for change, and we need a leader who will put the city's interests above her own. Vote for someone who truly cares about San Francisco, not someone who's only interested in lining their own pockets.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
KOPP for Mayor
Arlo Smith for D.A.
Lawson - Gonzales
Hallinan - Dolson &
Bardis, for...

Supervisor

Rev. RAY Broshears
"Help Line"

KOPP for Mayor
Arlo Smith for D.A.
Lawson - Gonzales
Hallinan - Dolson & Bardis, for...

Supervisor

News Clips

Duke Smith, beaten...

Thanksgiving night, former political editor, Duke
Smith, was beaten during a stabbing in the Tenderloin.

KRON-TV querer...

K.R.O.N.-TV has slapped the face of its good people and it is time the public
of San Francisco Agreed that no other vote can be cast other than
with its TV screen. The K.R.O.N.-TV screen is not the one
that the public should get used to. The public should be
made aware of the fact that the K.R.O.N.-TV screen is not
the one that the public should be made aware of. The public
should be made aware of the fact that the K.R.O.N.-TV screen is not
the one that the public should be made aware of.

Daisy attacked...

"Daisy" Patrick Gardner, former candidate for
"Grand Duchess" and well known member of the
south of Market set as well, was jumped by four
punks, all of whom were negroes, according to the
report of the San Francisco Police Department.

Bobbies hit the K.R.O.N.-TV from behind, the SFPD
were nowhere to be found. The North­ern Station which is supposed to patrol the
area residents.
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SFPD Central Station back to name calling (Deviates)!

November 27th was a day like any other day in
the lives of three San Francisco homewives, ex­cept this time they ran afoul of the law at the
Union Square Garage... These three men at 10:10 went into the rest­rooms of the Garage and allegedly possessed
marijuana, hashish, and other drugs. They were
arrested and charged with possession of drugs
in public places. The police had no evidence to
prove their case, but the three men were con­victed by a jury and sentenced to jail.

MURDER:

3 in 4 days....

Police on the look-out for "Crazy Tom" in SLAUGHTERING OF 24 YEAR OLD T.L.

DEATH IN THE TENDERLOIN

The police say are looking for a young T.L. er who is a "smart poke", who has an inferior
teeth mining, for questioning in this and a
number of other killings. He along with a couple of young boys who are seen with
the 42 year old Wire, hang out on the "Mercer"
which is on Market, between Mason and Taylor.
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The REAL Gay PEOPLE turn out for Old Folks

The Thanksgiving Dinner for the Tenderloin Old Folks is held each year by the San Francisco Crusaders, under the direction of the Rev. Ray Broshears. The Auction was a night to be remembered.

The increase hit hard. The increase ran from a minimum of 1,000% to 3,000%. .

Arlo Smith has been endorsed by:
- Elmer Wilhelm, of the Stonewall Democratic Club.
- San Francisco Chronicle.
- Ray Brothers, civil rights activist.
- Stonewall Gay Democratic Club of SF.
- Berkeley Gay Democratic Club.
- Hon. Thomas Lynch, former Attorney General.
- Hon. Jack Morrison, former SF Supervisor.
- San Francisco Crusaders newspaper.
- San Francisco Examiner.
- Gay Voters League.
- B.J. Beckwith, attorney at law.

Arlo Smith, candidate for District Attorney, is most fortunate to have such a fine lady as his wife of 25 years, Helen, at his side. The old saying that "Behind every great man is a great woman," never held more true than in this election year.

Arlo Smith has promised the voters of our city that he will run and "ever-handed administration of justice" in the D.A.'s Office. Arlo Smith has promised to "terminate" the current and "they are too cheap to pay $12.15 a month for" and "the area almost uninhabitable in recent years. Arlo Smith will prosecute them?"
He's kinda dorky, waddles just a bit, and oh so like he will never stop. His eyes, a bit dark underneath, they dart to and fro, as he wanders along Turk Street looking for a "hit". Speed, all he needs is a "hit" and he will be back on top of the curve. On Tuesday and Thursday evenings at the MARATHON Ballroom at 739 Larkin Street, is where I was exposed to "punk" or "new wave", and all that I can say is "wow", and for more "hits" of speed. What a fucking life!

He's spinning like he will never stop. His eyes, a bit dark underneath, they dart to and fro, as he wanders along Turk Street looking for a "hit". Speed, all he needs is a "hit" and he will be back on top of the curve. On Tuesday and Thursday evenings at the MARATHON Ballroom at 739 Larkin Street, is where I was exposed to "punk" or "new wave", and all that I can say is "wow", and for more "hits" of speed. What a fucking life!
Three Kings Come to Visit "Messiah", They Say

Super Showdown
"THEMISTOCLES" at the Odgen. Tues • Sun at 8:30
Sun 7:30, matinees Sat • Sun at 2:30, $10 & $7, and 354-6057 for info. It sometimes occurs, notably, that a person may choose to move through a fluke that makes the show for them. Starred in this show are Brian Hargraves, Super Stars and in "Themistocles", held at Kress again that not only is set in the "Napoleonic" but at the very top of it. Taking what is actually a quite odd story that lacks a single one of the great songs of the show is somewhat revised Black version of "Clarinett" with Barbara's own solo. It is a one of the greater stages but the audience also. With red eyeshadow, a sloppy dress, her own infamous sort of timing, she plays (and plays with) the part to the ever increasing delight of those watching. Superbly backed by Gregg Baker, Vernon Shaw, and Bruce L. Rinkard, she brings a much needed variety of characters to the organization of the choral but generally slow moving show itself.

Advised here are a chorus as eye catching for their often complete lack of context (particularly nothing but modeled posing stage) as for their superb dancing and movement; a curtain of stage size and a stage generally empty, giving the interplay between Barbra (Laurie Van Den Nieuwenhuyse) and Deenah combined, off, while for the most who that sort of thing, there are some moments almost without number.

A truly delightful production, visually everywhere (great costumes by Director/Choreographer Geoffrey Bullock) and in the above mentioned treats) the staging and pacing are simply great and highly recommended for an evening of superb entertainment.

** VISUALLY SUPERB, THEATRALLY FLAWED "The Little Foxes" at the Odgen, and 674-6440 for information. Even though she has come to expect visually stunning productions from ACT, that company has outdone itself with a whole drama of good and corruption in a Southern family at the turn of the 20th century. Elizabethtown in nothing short of a triumph. What gives Tracy's production its edge is her wonderful sense of timing, she plays (and plays with) those watching. Superbly backed by Gregg Baker, Vernon Shaw, and Bruce L. Rinkard, she brings a much needed variety of characters to the organization of the choral but generally slow moving show itself.

** THE ANSWER IS -

The Bethlehem Banner

AT NEWSPAPER PUBLISHED AT THE TIME OF CHRIST TO SHOW HOW THE STORY OF CHRIST'S LIFE WOULD HAVE BEEN REPORTED THEN
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ADDITION

The past few weeks have been a busy one for many—no
one has been busier than myself, I'm afraid. The range of
entertainment options available has been quite varied
and entertaining. Here are a few highlights:

Caddyshack at the Magic Theater, 2177 Market St.

The show was a hit! The audience was laughing all night.

Jazz at the Jazz Club, 400 California St.

A great night with some of the best jazz musicians in the

Kimo's, 162 Turk Street downtown

The venue was packed with people enjoying the live music.

The set by Jesse Hollis is the most memorable thing a-

about the production...
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JOHNNY DENVER who stars in "BAD BAD BOYS" at the Nob Hill Cinema is receiving an "inspection" if you know what we mean. The film is very fine! with men who you will want to hold in your dreams and arms. This Peter de Rome film is very well done and leaves little SPARTAN is at 150 Mason, at Ellis, near the Hilton Hotel. At the NOB HILL CINEMA, "BAD BAD BOYS" is a good good film. Muscle bound youths who make up the Red Devil gang are a turn-on for real. The entire film has hot hot sex with shots that you will find exciting. The cinematography is excellent, typical of Taylor Benson flicks. The AT THE NOB HILL also is "TRACK MEET" which was around once
Nob Hill is at 729 Bush just off of Powell Street. and Track Meet!" ADAM & EVE at the SPARTAN CINEMA has a Paris setting. V.S. at the SOUTH OF MARKET is one fine time, for all the misfortunes of two of our CHRISTMAS, Black & Blue and the misfortunes of still uncaught blacks, three JC formerly of the ARENA
San Francisco, CA 94103
December 4, 1979
San Francisco Crusader
The CANARY ISLAND RESTAURANT on Harrison between the ARENA is a new area of sticky substances Wednesday, serving some mighty fine food for all you fathers, mothers and night riders. Here there's a very gay ART SAMEN of the ARENA had the Gay Pope hopping mad... he... ART doesn't work in the ARENA but he is one lonely (and moral) person who sets the standard. The entire film is a good pay. Lighten up buddy! JOHNNY DENVER has some CANNIBAL WITH CANDY is BLACK & BLUE is having a Christmas Party. Black & Blue style is the HANG GUT noisy. JC formerly of the ARENA was on the phone with one of the crew members and he sure didn't like it either. What was it? well, it had something to do with "art" and his band. The WATERING HOLE is doing well each Sunday with the fixing of food and drinks. The POLE is also preparing for a big Christmas Party night. We all were sorry to hear of the passing of DAVE SMITH and PAT GAR¬DON (both were gay porn stars) to still straight blacks, three of them, who beat them and rubbed them. We all were sorry to hear of the passing of DAVE SMITH and PAT GAR¬DON (both were gay porn stars) to still straight blacks, three of them, who beat them and rubbed them.
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THE SPARTAN
150 MASON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO'S LARGEST
ALL-MALE CINEMA and LOUNGE
LIVE SHOWS AT 1:00-4:00-7:00 & 10:00
CALL THEATRE FOR SHOW TIMES
421-5257
PRESENTS
Peter de Rome's tale of an American in Paris...

Also

Jack DeVauu's....

"HOT & HEAVY"
In Color / X-rated / All Male cast

Seasons Greeting's

ADULTS ONLY
OPEN 10 TO 2am

Tenderloin Thanksgiving Dinner

Wednesday November 21st at Christ Chapel, 26-7th Street, the 4th floor dining hall was all hustle and bustle and the aroma of turkey was very pleasant, as the ovens were filled with the big birds. This was the 10th Annual Tenderloin Thanksgiving Dinner, a tradition started by Christ Chapel and its pastor, Rev. Ray Brosears, with a great deal of assistance from so many wonderful and kind community persons and businesses. Places such as the Le Salon, Liberty Baths, Oil Can Harry's Marathon Ballroom, the Tickle Fox, Lenny Mollett's and members of the Tenderloin community packed the Red Lantern on November 19th. Yes, all helped to raise the funds for the event.

The workers who did so much to bring off this lovely dinner, such as Michael Brown of Leatherworld, who is a fantastic cook, all did their best to make the day a success. The bird was touched by God himself and everyone worked hard to prepare this Thanksgiving. The delightful Elmer Wilhelm of the Stonewall Democratic Club was the finishing cook and did a great job, with the able assistance of Don Gallagher of Jackson's restaurant, and former candidate for City Assessor, Eric Moncur pitched in to help the kitchen portion turn out so fine. Everyone helped to serve, including District 7 Supervisor, Bob Gonzalez, much to the delight of the elderly, whom Gonzales is a great favorite, as he is the only consistent fighter for the elderly, now on the Board of Supervisors.

Also helping was Supervisor candidate, Terence Hallinan (District 5), and Terry brought along pumpkin pie, much to the delight of all. Hallinan's concern for the elderly is a very moving thing. His affection for the elderly was returned by them double.

And, of course, the pastor of Christ Chapel, the Reverend Ray Brosears who put this all together year in and year out made it all good. A special thank you to Capricorn Coffees for the lovely donation.

Here he is, the favorite of the elderly, Supervisor Bob Gonzalez listening to a comment.

Above is Walter Knox, veteran of the old "wars" for the betterment of the elderly of the city. Walter now resides at the Clementina Towers and has not missed a luncheon in the last 10 years, and also attends the meetings of the older citizens of the city. He is 95 years old and is very good natured. Walter now resides at the Clementina Towers and has not missed a luncheon in the last 10 years, and also attends the meetings of the older citizens of the city. He is 95 years old and is very good natured.

"The Gonz", as Supervisor Gonzales affectionately known, is shown here serving a plate heaped full of turkey, dressing, gravy, peas, mashed potatoes, vegetables, and fruit. We hope to see you again next year, and we'll bring the turkey with us next year. Yes, we'll bring the turkey with us next year.

Above is Elmer Wihlde, Don Gallagher and Michael Brown doing what has to be done in the kitchen at Christ Chapel, just after baking the turkey into the ovens to bake. They were beginning the task of cleaning the items to go into the salad which was one of the biggest salads to be found anywhere.

Above here is the gift table from which all were willed items to the two bingo games after the luncheon. So many many things were given away, in fact, over $100 in gifts were given away. Delightful!

Above is Elmer Wilhelm, Don Gallagher and Michael Brown doing what has to be done in the kitchen at Christ Chapel, just after baking the turkey into the ovens to bake. They were beginning the task of cleaning the items to go into the salad which was one of the biggest salads to be found anywhere.

Above is Elmer Wilhelm and Michael Brown doing what has to be done in the kitchen at Christ Chapel, just after baking the turkey into the ovens to bake. They were beginning the task of cleaning the items to go into the salad which was one of the biggest salads to be found anywhere.

Above is Elmer Wilhelm and Michael Brown doing what has to be done in the kitchen at Christ Chapel, just after baking the turkey into the ovens to bake. They were beginning the task of cleaning the items to go into the salad which was one of the biggest salads to be found anywhere.

"The Gonz", as Supervisor Gonzales affectionately known, is shown here serving a plate heaped full of turkey, dressing, gravy, peas, mashed potatoes, vegetables, and fruit. We hope to see you again next year, and we'll bring the turkey with us next year. Yes, we'll bring the turkey with us next year.
**GUilty of RAPE**

Twenty-four-year-old James Alcorn, a self-confessed "exhibitionist", was convicted of the rape of Larry C. and was found guilty of the murder of a 27-year-old woman named Mary C. in September 1979. The trial lasted for several weeks, with Alcorn admitting to police that he had "exhibited" before raping the victim.

** LOCKER ROOM BOOK STORE **

1038 POLK STREET

- OPEN 24 HOURS
- PIPE RACKS
- POPPERS
- SPINNER RACK
- VIDEO CASSETTES
- HARD ACTION FILMS
- DISCOUNT PRICE
- A STORE FOR MEN

**THE MOKINGBIRD SINGS**

- MAI TY in action and a book of MAI TY'S "HARLE" WIGS, two pages of highlighters for $2, and a model of the "Mona Lisa" for $1.
- BULLDOG BATH, a man of the house, two pages of highlights and a model of the "Mona Lisa" for $1.
- BILLY WHITE, a colorful wig, two pages of highlights and a model of the "Mona Lisa" for $1.
- BILL WHITE, a colorful wig, two pages of highlights and a model of the "Mona Lisa" for $1.
- MONTIE RYDER, a colorful wig, two pages of highlights and a model of the "Mona Lisa" for $1.
- HAROLD ST. THOMAS, a colorful wig, two pages of highlights and a model of the "Mona Lisa" for $1.

**Mai Ty Models**

- MAI TY, a fabulous line of wigs, a book of MAI TY's "HARLE" WIGS, two pages of highlighters for 25 cents, and a model of the "Mona Lisa" for 50 cents.
- MAI TY, a fabulous line of wigs, a book of MAI TY's "HARLE" WIGS, two pages of highlighters for 25 cents, and a model of the "Mona Lisa" for 50 cents.
- MAI TY, a fabulous line of wigs, a book of MAI TY's "HARLE" WIGS, two pages of highlighters for 25 cents, and a model of the "Mona Lisa" for 50 cents.
- MAI TY, a fabulous line of wigs, a book of MAI TY's "HARLE" WIGS, two pages of highlighters for 25 cents, and a model of the "Mona Lisa" for 50 cents.

**Klassified Adz**

- MAI TY Models, 1038 Polk St., San Francisco, CA 94109. Phone 885-1001.
- MAI TY Models, 1038 Polk St., San Francisco, CA 94109. Phone 885-1001.
- MAI TY Models, 1038 Polk St., San Francisco, CA 94109. Phone 885-1001.
- MAI TY Models, 1038 Polk St., San Francisco, CA 94109. Phone 885-1001.
A NOB HILL DOUBLE HEADER

"BAD BOYS"

Also starring Dick Miller

From Taylor Hackford
the producer of "INCH"

Track Meet

Jim Martin goes out for track
Everybody's out for Jim